Sensitivity and daily quality control of a mobile PET/CT scanner operating in 3-dimensional mode.
This study investigated the stability of the sensitivity of a mobile PET/CT scanner and tested a phantom experiment to improve on the daily quality control recommendations of the manufacturer. Unlike in-house scanners, mobile PET/CT devices are subjected to a harsher, continuously changing environment that can alter their performance. The parameter of sensitivity was investigated because it reflects directly on standardized uptake value, a key factor in cancer evaluation. A (68)Ge phantom of known activity concentration was scanned 6 times a month for 11 consecutive months using a mobile PET/CT scanner that operates in 3-dimensional mode only. The scans were acquired as 2 contiguous bed positions, with raw data obtained and reconstructed using parameters identical to those used for oncology patients, including CT-extracted attenuation coefficients and decay, scatter, geometry, and randoms corrections. After visual inspection of all reconstructed images, identical regions of interest were drawn on each image to obtain the activity concentration of individual slices. The original activity concentration was then decay-corrected to the scanning day, and the percentage sensitivity of the slice was calculated and graphed. The daily average sensitivity of the scanner, over 11 consecutive months, was also obtained and used to evaluate the stability of sensitivity. Our particular scanner showed a daily average sensitivity ranging from -8.6% to 6.5% except for one instance, when the sensitivity dropped by an unacceptable degree, 34.8%. Our 11-mo follow-up of a mobile PET/CT scanner demonstrated that its sensitivity remained within acceptable clinical limits except for one instance, when the scanner had to be serviced before patients could be imaged. To enhance our confidence in the uniformity of sensitivity across slices, we added a phantom scan to the daily quality control recommendations of the manufacturer.